New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Anchorman 2 Will Ferrell returns to the role of Ron Burgundy in Anchorman
2: The Legend Continues, which finds the popular San Diego television
newsman pulling up stakes with co-host Veronica (Christina Applegate), his
intrepid reporter Brian (Paul Rudd), overenthusiastic sports reporter Champ
(David Koechner), and imbecilic weatherman Brick (Steve Carell) in order to
move to New York City and launch the first ever 24-hour news network.
Adam McKay, who directed the original, returns as well to helm this comedy.
Paramount
The Wolf Of Wall Street Sex. Money. Power. Drugs. Brace yourself for an
outrageous true story from legendary filmmaker Martin Scorsese that critics
are calling "a masterpiece for a new generation." (James Verniere, Boston
Herald) Leonardo DiCaprio delivers "the best performance of his career"
(Claudia Puig, USA Today) as a young stockbroker hungry for a life of
non-stop thrills, where corruption was king and more was never enough. His
rise to power earned him the title The Wolf of Wall Street. Together, Scorsese
and DiCaprio deliver a story of American excess that is "an absolute blast
from start to finish." Paramount
American Hustle Christian Bale, Bradley Cooper, and Amy Adams star in
director David O. Russell's fictional period crime drama about a reckless FBI
agent who recruits a con man and his alluring partner into a scheme to
ensnare corrupt politicians and gangsters. Smooth-talking Irving Rosenfeld
(Bale) is a hustler of the highest order. No mark is off limits for Rosenfeld,
especially when his crafty partner Sydney Prosser (Adams) is by his side.
When renegade FBI agent Richie DiMaso (Cooper) thrusts the deceptive duo
into the treacherous world of New Jersey power players and underworld
heavies, the thrill of the hunt grows too strong to resist. Meanwhile, New
Jersey politician Carmine Polito (Jeremy Renner) gets caught in the middle,
and Rosenfeld's capricious wife Rosalyn (Jennifer Lawrence) holds more
power than anyone could imagine. Louis C.K. and Jack Huston costar. Sony
Birds of Paradise When Jack, an ordinary sparrow with dreams of becoming
an extraordinary bird, is accidently covered in colorful paint, he is thrilled
about his new exotic appearance and believes that he’ll now be able to
impress Aurora, a beautiful canary who has recently escaped from her
indoor cage. But when Aurora’s mean owner, Mr. Potter, finds her, Jack must
enlist the help of his best friends - Vinnie, the loyal pigeon and Skeeter, the
hyper hummingbird as well as Rosie, the caring bat and the wise Old
Buzzard in order to free her. And along the way, Jack and Aurora will learn
that it’s not what you look like on the outside, but who you are on the inside
that truly counts. Lionsgate
The Time Being Daniel (Wes Bentley) is a struggling young artist whose
ambitions have pushed his marriage to the brink. When a reclusive
millionaire named Warner (Frank Langella) purchases one of his pieces, he
hopes for additional commissions from a new benefactor. Instead, Werner
offers him a series of increasingly bizarre surveillance assignments. As Daniel
starts to unravel the secrets behind the requests, he must determine if
Warner is out to further his career or ruin his life. Cinedigm
The Bigamist A salesman marries a wealthy woman from a blue-blooded
L.A. family (Fontaine) and a street-smart waitress in a San Francisco Chinese
restaurant. Driven to this agonizing extreme more by his big heart than lust,
the bigamist strains to keep his double life a secret from the women he truly
loves. Curiously non-judgmental, particularly as it's directed by a woman,
Lupino. Filmchest
Seal Team 8: Behind Enemy Lines Tom Sizemore stars in the most explosive
and action-packed Behind Enemy Lines yet! On an unsanctioned mission in
Africa, a covert team of U.S. Navy SEALs is sent to locate a secret mining
operation and prevent the sale of weapons-grade uranium to international
terrorists. The stakes are higher than ever-and so is the body count-as Seal
Team Eight must fight their way through the treacherous Congo in order to
secure the uranium, expose the unknown buyer, and defuse one of the
greatest threats the world has ever known! Also stars Kirkwood Langley, Lex
Shrapnel. Fox
Young Detective Dee: Rise of the Sea Dragon Dee Renjie sets out to solve
his very first case in director Tsui Hark's prequel to the 2010 hit Detective
Dee And The Mystery Of The Phantom Flame. The bustling capital city of
Luoyang has come under attack from a powerful force from the depths of
the ocean, threatening the entire Celestial Empire. Dispatched by Minister
Yan to investigate for the Da Lisi, Detective Dee (Mark Chao) quickly learns
that two dragons have appeared in the capital. Meanwhile, the newly
crowned Empress Wu (Carina Lau) has ordered Detective Luchi to
investigate as well. Later, the sea monster attacks a ceremonial procession,
spreading a wave of chaos throughout the city. When Dee uncovers
evidence of a conspiracy implicating the most prominent members of the
Imperial Family, he is imprisoned for treason. Now Dee's only hope for
exposing the truth behind the bizarre events unfolding in Luoyang is to
investigate the radiant courtesan Yin (Angelababy), but in order to do that
he'll first need to escape prison with a little help from Shatuo Zhong ($Lin
Gengxin). Once Dee is free, the race is on to save the city, and expose the
treachery that threatens to topple the empire. Well Go
LA Tempestad This riveting telenovela follows the story of Marina, whose
revelations of her vengeful former boss' indiscretions force her to find work
in a small fishing village. There she meets Damian, the owner of the fishing
boat La Tempestad and they fall in love. But dark clouds quickly gather as
jealous and ambitious rivals emerge bent on destroying any hopes they may
have had for happiness. Will Damian and Marina be able to weather the
storm and find calm waters once again. Stars: William Levy (Sortilegio,
Dancing with the Stars), Former Miss Universe Ximena Navarrete. Cinedigm

